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Global Property Ecosystems

We see a huge ecosystems in the property industry, this is a prospective
business in the future. We connect all the ecosystem paths of the property
industry around the world through sophisticated blockchain technology.
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INTRODUCTION
1.

Knowledge

Throughout history, property has arguably functioned as the most stable store of value.
It has been proven that property is truly an asset that will never fall in value. Property is
not only an asset but can also be a tool to bring wealth to everyone. The popularity of
property investment over the years has proven it a lot. The 16th century aristocrats used
property to find a safe place to store a value. Along with the development of the times,
the liquid nature of property currently presents significant inefficiencies for investors,
especially those who buy property originating from abroad.
An investment property can be in the form of residential such as house, unit and
townhouse or non-residential such as land, commercial or an industrial property.
Purchasing an investment property is a popular choice for investors as the market can be
safer and less volatile compared to other investments, however there are no guarantees
and still has its disadvantages.
Property is a great investment for many reasons. We can enjoy an excellent rate of
returns, amazing tax advantages and leverage property to build your wealth. Here are
the top five reasons why property is a great investment.
Property provides better returns than the stock market without as much
volatility
Historically in property, your risk of loss is minimized by the length of time you hold on
to your property. When the market improves, so does the value of your home, and as a
result, you build equity. The risk never changes in the stock market and there are
numerous factors beyond your control that can negatively impact your investment.
Property gives you more control of your investment because your property is a tangible
asset that you can leverage to capitalize on numerous revenue streams, while enjoying
capital appreciation.
Propertyhas a high tangible asset value
There will always be value in your land, and value in your home. Other investments can
leave you with little to no tangible asset value such as a stock which can dip to zero, or
a new car which decreases in value over time. Home owners insurance will protect your
investment in property, so be sure to get the best policy available so your asset is
protected in the worst-case scenario.
An investment in property can also diversify your portfolio
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If you've ever spoken to a financial planner about investing, then you are very aware of
the importance of diversification. When you diversify your portfolio, you spread out the
risk. Property will always serve as a safe tangible asset to mitigate the risk in your
portfolio. Many have amassed wealth by solely investing in property.
Property values will always increase over time
History continues to prove that the longer you hold onto your property, the more money
you will make. The housing market has always recovered from past bubbles that caused
home appreciation to slip, and for those who held on to their investments during those
uncertain times, prices have returned to normal, and appreciation is back on track. Now,
real estate investors in the top performing markets are enjoying a windfall. In fact, this
past year, every state in the nation had a positive appreciation, and some of my clients
in the Los Angeles market have made millions of dollars in less than a year from flipping.
Property investing comes with numerous tax benefits
You can get tax deductions on mortgage interest, cash flow from investment properties,
operating expenses and costs, property taxes, insurance and depreciation (even if the
property gains value) and other benefits. The end of the year is a very busy time for
property because people want to take advantage of the numerous tax benefits before the
end of the year!
An investment in property is not only a safe financial investment, it is also an investment
that can provide years of fun, happiness and priceless memories that will last a lifetime.
2. Finding The Problems
It is no longer a secret that the property business is a very profitable business that is
stable for the long term. That is proven by the increasing number of property
entrepreneurs and the increasing number of types of properties such as; housing, rented
rooms, boarding houses, condotels, villas, offices, apartments, rest areas, parks, lodging,
and others. However, not everyone knows that there are many problems in it. Therefore
here we will give some points about the problems that often occur in the property
business globally.
Not Transparent
Transparency is very important in all types of businesses, especially in the property
industry. But in practice we still often encounter non-transparency in property
transactions. There are still unexpected hidden costs, even making costs higher. This
happens to all parties involved which include property developers, property agents,
financial institutions, and users.
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Slow Transaction
Slow transactions are also a problem that is quite disturbing. Where transactions can be
done quickly but with various reasons that arise resulting in hampered property
transactions. This will also automatically affect the performance of property developers
to immediately complete the project being worked on. As we know that time is very
valuable, even more valuable than money. Therefore all transactions must be carried out
quickly without delay.
High Transaction Fees
This is one of the effects of non-transparency. From there there will be hidden and even
unexpected costs. So this will also make transaction costs high. This is very unpleasant,
and will adversely affect service to users. Furthermore, the property market will also
experience a decline and savings. Although the increase is a small fee, it is still a
consideration for users before buying or renting a property.
Low Liquidity
Investment in the property sector does not have a high level of liquidity. We must know
this before starting to invest in property. To buy a property maybe we only need a short
amount of time, but when we want to sell property, it certainly takes a long time. Property
investment is a long-term investment, the results can be felt in the future. If you need
an investment that has a high level of liquidity, property investment is not the right choice
for you.
Large Capital Needed
Furthermore, what becomes a problem in property investment is the need for large
capital. We cannot start property investment with only a small capital, it is very ridiculous.
In general, property investment can only be done by rich people or those who have a lot
of money. They choose property investment because they don't really need their money
in the near future. They have thought far ahead so that their finances remain strong in
the future. For some rich people, property is the safest investment instrument to choose
because its value will continue to rise and will never go down.
Weak Property Market
The weak property market is shown by the diminishing interest of users towards property
investment. It may also be caused by the economic conditions of a particular country.
The weak property market is caused by many factors, some of which have been
mentioned above.
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Regional Restrictions
Restricting this area is actually no longer a problem in one country, but also a global
problem throughout the world. Where foreigners are not permitted or strictly prohibited
from owning property assets in other countries. For example, Japanese people cannot or
are difficult to buy and own property assets such as hotels or villas in Bali, Indonesia.
This is extraordinary, this is one of the best leverage to increase investment growth in
the property industry in Indonesia. And of course this will also have a positive impact on
the tourism business in Bali.
Complicated Regulatory
There are more problems in managing property development permits, property
investment is not as easy as we imagine. We come to the property agent office, we
choose the property we want, then we pay the price. It's not that easy, it takes step by
step which is quite complicated and takes a long time to complete. That is not included
if there are unexpected problems that arise. Complicated regulations also severely
hampered the growth rate of investment investment.
3. Getting The Solutions
To overcome various problems that arise in the property industry, we took the initiative
to build a property marketplace platform. We see the advanced blockchain technology,
and we will implement it on our platform.
The blockchain technology brings good news with the various benefits it offers. This is
the latest technology that will be able to increase the growth of property investment in
various countries.
The blockchain technology allows transparency in various transaction reports. There are
no hidden things, all transactions are clearly recorded in the ledger, blockchain. All parties
in the property industry, both property developers, property agents, financial institutions,
and users can see directly reports of transactions that occur.
Not only that, with blockchain technology we can make transactions very quickly and at
very low costs. This of course will increase the confidence of users to invest in the
property sector. So that the property market will be more promising and get special
attention from potential investors.
Then if most people are worried about low liquidity in the property industry, with the
existence of blockchain technology the assumption is no longer valid. We can buy, rent
and sell property very easily and quickly. Blockchain technology allows us to be able to
invest in property businesses at a relatively small cost. This technology can create a unit
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that can be used as a means of transaction and investment instruments, this unit is often
referred to as the Crypto Token.
By having crypto tokens as if we have property assets that will provide long-term benefits.
In addition, we can also sell crypto tokens on the exchange of cryptocurrency exchanges
very easily and quickly. We don't need to worry if we are in a condition where we have
to sell property in a short time because we really need money. This of course will help in
the process of building a strong property industry ecosystem.
The next benefit is that if we want to start investing in the property industry we don't
need big capital. With blockchain technology we can buy and own property with small
capital. We can buy crypto tokens that have been fully supported by property assets. It's
the same as we buy property units but this with a little money. Usability and benefits are
the same as we buy property units with large capital. Even by having crypto tokens we
can get more benefits than using the old method.
One of our goals is to bring the latest technology to the property sector, namely through
blockchain technology. This technology allows everyone to own property assets with ease
without regional restrictions. Now everyone in the world can own as many property assets
as possible without regional restrictions. This will also make it easier for us to manage
property investment permits in certain countries. For example, if we want to invest in
property in Japan, we don't need to come to Japan to see property, make deals, buy
property, manage permits, take care of property, and so on.
The blockchain technology cuts everything that complicates investment in the property
industry, including complicated regulations. What is certain is that with this blockchain
technology we will get a lot of benefits.
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COMPANY PROFILE
1.

About Us

I-Pro Token is dedicated to solving the problems of investing property across borders.
Our main project is creating the decentralizedinternational property marketplace both
commercial property and residential property. We enable agents and brokers to list their
products or services on our marketplace powered by blockchain technology and offer
enhanced leasing capabilities, selling, management, and reporting. This marketplace
facilitates connections between international entities to enable new property investment
models.
Through integrating blockchain and the property industry, property developers, financial
institutions and users can connect to complete property transactions safely, quickly and
more transparently. Therefore, this is an important part of supporting global economic
development. All parties consisting of developers, financial institutions, agents, and users
will get benefits greatly from sophisticated blockchain technology.
This is a global property marketplace platform powered blockchain technology. One of its
mission is tointegrate global property ecosystems with the blockchain mechanism. This is
a great project that started from Indonesia and will continue to another countries.
Our company has started the property business since 10 years ago and has managed
property assets worth more than $25 million. Our company continues to experience
growth from year to year with the increasing number of property projects that we
manage. Because of the increasingly advanced technology nowadays, we see great
potential for blockchain technology. We want everyone to be able to feel as many benefits
as we get in the property industry through blockchain technology. Together we can
certainly build a property industry ecosystem globally.
2. Our Goal
Develop blockchain technology in the global property ecosystem to realize transparent
transactions, very safe, very fast, and very low costs so that it will be able to increase the
attractiveness of property investment.
We want to create the latest innovations in the property business and provide a new
property investment model that will generate more sustainable benefits for the long term.
Our main target is as a Way of investment fluctuation by becoming a pioneer of stable
assets in the world, by protecting these assets by rising without falling.
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3. Vision & Mission
Our Vision :
Become a Pioneer in the Development of Blockchain Technology in the World's Best
Global Property Ecosystem.
Our Mission :
- Developblockchain technology as a secure digital asset
- Integrating global property ecosystems with blockchain technology
- Increase the growth of property market activities
- Educating the public on the benefits of blockchain technology
- Providing opportunities for funding access to property developers
- Creating the latest property investment model
- Open opportunities with Top Marketplace Property in the World
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PLATFORM
1. Blockchain
From a cruising altitude, a blockchain might not look that different from things you’re
familiar with, say Wikipedia.With a blockchain, many people can write entries into a
record of information, and a community of users can control how the record of
information is amended and updated. Likewise, Wikipedia entries are not the product of
a single publisher. No one person controls the information.
Descending to ground level, however, the differences that make blockchain technology
unique become more clear. While both run on distributed networks (the internet),
Wikipedia is built into the World Wide Web (WWW) using a client-server network model.
A user (client) with permissions associated with its account is able to change Wikipedia
entries stored on a centralized server. Whenever a user accesses the Wikipedia page,
they will get the updated version of the ‘master copy’ of the Wikipedia entry. Control of
the database remains with Wikipedia administrators allowing for access and permissions
to be maintained by a central authority.

Wikipedia’s digital backbone is similar to the highly protected and centralized databases
that governments or banks or insurance companies keep today. Control of centralized
databases rests with their owners, including the management of updates, access and
protecting against cyber-threats.
The distributed database created by blockchain technology has a fundamentally different
digital backbone. This is also the most distinct and important feature of blockchain
technology.
Wikipedia’s ‘master copy’ is edited on a server and all users see the new version. In the
case of a blockchain, every node in the network is coming to the same conclusion, each
updating the record independently, with the most popular record becoming the de-facto
official record in lieu of there being a master copy.
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Transactions are broadcast, and every node is creating their own updated
version of events.
It is this difference that makes blockchain technology so useful – It represents an
innovation in information registration and distribution that eliminates the need for a
trusted party to facilitate digital relationships.
Yet, blockchain technology, for all its merits, is not a new technology.
Rather, it is a combination of proven technologies applied in a new way. It was the
particular orchestration of three technologies (the Internet, private key cryptography and
a protocol governing incentivization) that made bitcoin creator Satoshi Nakamoto’s idea
so useful.
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The result is a system for digital interactions that does not need a trusted third party.
The work of securing digital relationships is implicit — supplied by the elegant, simple,
yet robust network architecture of blockchain technology itself.
2. ERC20 Token
Crypto tokens represent a particular fungible and tradable asset or a utility that is often
found on a blockchain. There is ERC20 on Ethereum platform.ERC20 is a protocol
standard that defines certain rules and standards for issuing tokens on Ethereum’s
network.In ‘ERC20’, ERC stands for Ethereum Request For Comments and 20 stands for
a unique ID number to distinguish this standard from others. Similar to the fact that we
have an HTTP protocol for internet, we have a standard protocol for tokens to be issued
on Ethereum i.e. ERC20.
To put it in layman terms, if you include certain functions in the token’s smart contract,
you are ERC20 compliant. If you don’t include the mandatory functions, you are not
ERC20.
So, those tokens on Ethereum’s network checks all the necessary boxes i.e. includes the
necessary functions in their token implementation which are deemed as ERC20 tokens.
These are crypto-assets or crypto-tokens which can be traded like Bitcoin or Ethereum or
Litecoin but unlike these cryptocurrencies, they don’t have their dedicated blockchain.
Instead, they thrive on Ethereum’sblockchain and bring several benefits for the users
which I will discuss further in this article.
Benefits of ERC20 Standard
Prior to the ERC20 token standard, different start-ups or DApps used to set their own
standards and implementations for launching a token on Ethereum’s network.
However, with the launch of the ERC20 standard, things have changed and have become
much more streamlined. Also, a standard like ERC20 have a lot of benefits:
-

Uniformity of tech and protocol standard.
Reduced complexity of understanding each type of token implementation.
Enhanced liquidity of ERC20 tokens.
Reduced risk of breaking contracts.

3. Smart Contract
A smart contract is a computer code running on top of a blockchain containing a set of
rules under which the parties to that smart contract agree to interact with each other. If
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and when the pre-defined rules are met, the agreement is automatically enforced. The
smart contract code facilitates, verifies, and enforces the negotiation or performance of
an agreement or transaction. It is the simplest form of decentralized automation.
It is a mechanism involving digital assets and two or more parties, where some or all of
the parties deposit assets into the smart contract and the assets automatically get
redistributed among those parties according to a formula based on certain data, which is
not known at the time of contract initiation.
The term smart contract is a bit unfortunate since a smart contract is neither smart nor
are they to be confused with a legal contract.
A smart contract can only be as smart as the people coding taking into account all
available information at the time of coding.
While smart contracts have the potential to become legal contracts if certain conditions
are met, they should not be confused with legal contracts accepted by courts and or law
enforcement. However, we will probably see a fusion of legal contracts and smart
contracts emerge over the next few years as the technology becomes more mature and
widespread and legal standards are adopted.
Characteristics of a Smart Contract
Smart contracts are capable of tracking performance in real time and can bring
tremendous cost savings. Compliance and controlling happen on the fly. In order to get
external information, a smart contract needs information oracles, which feed the smart
contract with external information.
Smart Contracts are :
- Self-verifying
- Self-executing
- Tamper resistant
Smart Contracts can :
- Turn legal obligations into automated processes.
- Guarantee a greater degree of security.
- Reduce reliance on trusted intermediaries.
- Lower transaction costs.
Given the fact that Blockchain is still a new technology, some industries might adopt
smart contracts later than others, especially if they are subject to heavy government
regulation or if the uses cases require high network effects – like widespread technology
adoption along the supply chain, standardization, etc. In general, it’s advisable to start
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out with a small pilot project of a less complex use case to build expertize and understand
the technology better and move on to more complex use case at a later stage.
4. Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is the cryptocurrency space's rough equivalent to an IPO in
the mainstream investment world. ICOs act as fundraisers of sorts; a company looking
to create a new coin, app, or service launches an ICO. Next, interested investors buy in
to the offering, either with fiat currency or with preexisting digital tokens like Etherereum.
In exchange for their support, investors receive a new cryptocurrency token specific to
the ICO. Investors hope that the token will perform exceptionally well into the future,
providing them with a stellar return on investment. The company holding the ICO uses
the investor funds as a means of furthering its goals, launching its project, or starting its
digital currency. ICOs are used by startups to bypass the rigorous and regulated capitalraising process required by venture capitalists or banks.
Breaking Down Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
This is the most basic definition of an ICO. However, there is much more to the trendy
crowdfunding method than this. Indeed, just as ICOs have rapidly come to dominate
attention in the cryptocurrency and blockchain industries, so too have they brought along
challenges, risks, and unforeseen opportunities. Investors buy into ICOs in the hope of
quick and powerful returns on their investments. The most successful ICOs over the past
several years give investors reason to maintain this hope, as they have indeed produced
tremendous returns. However, this investor enthusiasm also leads people astray. Because
they are largely unregulated, ICOs have become a hub of frauds and scam artists, looking
to prey on investors who are overzealous and underinformed.
Below, we'll explore the ins and outs of ICOs, beginning with a thorough overview of the
ICO process itself. We'll examine some of the benefits of ICOs as well as some of the
most successful ICOs in history and where investors can go to seek out new ICOs in
which to take part. Finally, we'll take a look at risks that investors take when they
participate, in addition to criticisms of the ICO space.
The Basics of an ICO
When a cryptocurrency startup firm wants to raise money through an Initial Coin Offering
(ICO), it usually creates a plan on a whitepaper which states what the project is about,
what need(s) the project will fulfill upon completion, how much money is needed to
undertake the venture, how much of the virtual tokens the pioneers of the project will
keep for themselves, what type of money is accepted, and how long the ICO campaign
will run for. During the ICO campaign, enthusiasts and supporters of the firm’s initiative
buy some of the distributed cryptocoins with fiat or virtual currency. These coins are
referred to as tokens and are similar to shares of a company sold to investors in an IPO-
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type transaction. If the money raised does not meet the minimum funds required by the
firm, the money is returned to the backers and the ICO is deemed to be unsuccessful. If
the funds requirements are met within the specified timeframe, the money raised is used
to either initiate the new scheme or to complete it.
ICOs are similar to IPOs
Like IPOs, a stake of the startup or company is sold to raise money for the entity’s
operations during an ICO operation. However, while IPOs deal with investors, ICOs deal
with supporters that are keen to invest in a new project much like a crowdfunding event.
But ICOs differ from crowdfunding in that the backers of the former are motivated by a
prospective return in their investments, while the funds raised in the latter campaign are
basically donations. For these reasons, ICOs are referred to as crowdsales.
ICOs also retain at least three important structural differences from IPOs. First, ICOs are
decentralized, with no single authority governing them. Second, ICOs are largely
unregulated, meaning that government organizations like the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) do not oversee them. Finally, as a result of decentralization
and a lack of regulation, ICOs are much freer in terms of structure than IPOs.
ICOs can be structured in a variety of ways. In some cases, a company sets a specific
goal or limit for its funding, which means that each token sold in the ICO has a pre-set
price and that the total token supply is static. In other cases, there is a static supply of
ICO tokens but a dynamic funding goal, which means that the distribution of tokens to
investors will be dependent upon the funds received (and that the more total funds
received in the ICO, the higher the overall token price). Still other ICOs have a dynamic
token supply which is determined according to the amount of funding received. In these
cases, the price of a token is static, but there is no limit to the number of total tokens,
save for parameters like ICO length. These different types of ICOs are illustrated below:
ICO Benefits: What's in it for the Investor?
In an IPO, an investor receives shares of stock in a company in exchange for her
investment. In the case of an ICO, there are no shares to speak of. Instead, companies
raising funds via ICO provide a blockchain equivalent to a share: a cryptocurrency token.
In most cases, investors pay in a popular existing token like bitcoin or ether and receive
a commensurate number of new tokens in exchange.
It's worth noting just how easy it is for a company launching an ICO to make tokens.
There are online services such as Token Factory that allow for the generation of
cryptocurrency tokens in a matter of seconds. Investors should keep this in mind when
remembering the differences between a share of stock and a token; a token does not
have any inherent value. ICO managers generate tokens according to the terms of the
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ICO, receive them, and then distribute them per their plan by transfering them to
individual investors.
Early investors in an ICO operation are usually motivated to buy crypto token in the hope
that the plan becomes successful after it launches. If this comes to pass, the value of the
tokens they purchased during the ICO will climb above the price set during the ICO itself,
and they will achieve overall gains. This is the primary benefit of an ICO: the potential
for amazing returns.
Indeed, ICOs have made many investors into millionaires. Take a look at the figures for
2017: That year, there were 435 successful ICOs, each raising an average of $12.7
million...the total amount raised for 2017 was $5.6 billion, with the 10 largest projects
raising 25% of this total. Further, tokens purchased in ICOs returned an average of 12.8x
the initial investment in dollar terms.
The ICO space continues to balloon at a tremendous rate. In the first quarter of 2018,
ICOs brought in $6.3 billion in funds, already outpacing the entire 2017 total in just 59%
as many distinct ICO projects.
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I-PROTOKEN (IPR)
1. Token Overview
I-PROTOKEN (IPR) is a new crypto token built on the ERC20 Platform. Like other
cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple, etc. I-Protoken can be used as a
payment method that is very safe, fast, and low cost. In addition, I-Protoken also has a
digital asset value that will provide many benefits to the holder.There are many things
we can do using I-Pro tokens, especially in investing in the property industry.
I-Pro Tokens are built to create a strong and sustainable ecosystem in the property
industry.Because in this industry, many conglomerates around the world get their wealth.
I-Pro tokens are used to fund a number of property industry ecosystem development
projects with blockchain technology. This is a combination of digital asset investment and
real property investment that is connected through I-Protoken.
Here is the I-Pro Token details :
Token Name
: I-PROTOKEN
Token Symbol
: IPR
Token Decimal
:8
Total Supply
: 300.000.000 IPR
Token Platform
: ERC20 ETHEREUM
Contract Address : 0xb0ecc7f33973d8acd6296ab40f37718015b98345
Price AtFirst ICO
: 0.0005 ETH
Price On Exchange : 0.003 ETH
2. Token Distribution
The following is the flow of the I-Protoken
distribution. Our team has compiled a
distribution chart that makes it easy for
everyone to know the flow of distribution
in general.
With this we hope for transparency so that
everyone knows how we are really serious
in working on our project. Please read the
chart in addition to percentage units.
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3. ICO Token Sale
We have allocated 30% of the total supply of IPR tokens for sale. That means we will
only sell 90,000,000 IPRs during crowdfunding. This is the best moment for you to have
an IPR token, hold as many IPR tokens as possible. You will definitely get a lot of profits
in the future.
Just prepare your money from now on and start buying Ethereum balances on
Cryptocurrecy Exchange that you like. Then fill in your deposit of ERC20 Ethereum wallet.
Wait until the sale of our tokens is opened.
Use ERC20 wallet to buy IPR tokens. You can use Myetherwallet, Metamask, Trustwallet,
ImToken, and others. Do not use your Ethereum wallet on Cryptocurrency Exchange or
you will not receive an IPR token.
For the stages of I-Pro token presale, please see below.
NO

ICO PERIOD

IPR SUPPLY

IPR PRICE

MIN ORDER

REWARD

1

1 August 2019

5.000.000 IPR

0.0005 ETH

5000 IPR

30%

2

6 September 2019

10.000.000 IPR 0.0005 ETH

2500 IPR

20%

3

12 October 2019

20.000.000 IPR 0.0005 ETH

1000 IPR

15%

4

25 November 2019

25.000.000 IPR 0.0005 ETH

500 IPR

10%

5

2 January 2020

30.000.000 IPR 0.0005 ETH

100 IPR

5%

6

4 April 2020

0.0005 ETH

100 IPR

0%

7

28 May 2020

0.0005 ETH

100 IPR

0%

8

4 July 2020

20.000.000
IPR
17.000.000
IPR
13.000.000
IPR

0.001 ETH

100 IPR

0%

4. Commission Plan
We believe that a business will grow faster if it has the
power of network marketing. Therefore we want to
apply a little network system into the IPR token
marketing strategy during the ICO.
You will get 10% bonus from your referral purchases.
Inform this business opportunity to all your friends,
family, relations, etc.
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5. Roadmap
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6. Token Listing

This is the time when everyone can buy and sell IPR tokens freely and transparently in
the global market. Everyone can also trade to get a higher profit. IPR tokens will be able
to trade with various types of cryptocurrency, this is amazing. You will not be able to
imagine how extraordinary the volatility of the price of IPR tokens after entering the
global cryptocurrency exchange market. This can increase the level of trust in the IPR
token. Many people will buy and store IPR tokens, so the price of IPR tokens will soar.
The more you hold an I-Pro Token, the more benefits you can get. Buy an I-Pro Token
at a low price then sell it at a high price. Duplicate your I-Pro Token by trading in the
available cryptocurrency exchange.Here are some of the cryptocurrency exchange
markets that we have planned for listings.
1. Huobi Global
2. Gopax
3. Vindax
4. Coin One
5. Indodax
6. Binance
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7. Supported Wallet
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MANAGEMENT& PARTNERS
1. Our Team

MAGHFUR ALI MUSTOFA

ABDUL GHOFUR

M. AKSON NUL HUDA, SH, MH

CEO / FOUNDER

CTO / CO-FOUNDER

LAW ADVISOR

ARMIN FAIZAL

MISBAHUS SURUR

AHMED IMRAN

IT SUPPORT

BLOCKCHAIN ADVISOR

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

ENDRO ZHYA PRISTIONO
COMMUNITY MANAGER
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2. Our Partners
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OUR MAIN PROJECT
1. Property Platform Overview
We have detected a lot of problems that occurred in the property industry. Starting from
the problems that exist in the scope of regional, national, and international. We have
begun our research in this industry by becoming a property development company that
we established in 2008. In addition, we have also collaborated with many other property
developers to establish business cooperation relationships and various important data
relating to our research.
We think this is very important to be able to then create a technological innovation in the
property industry that will be able to be used to increase people's purchasing power over
property. And we hope this will be able to penetrate the global market so that this will be
able to have a wider positive impact in various countries. Many property products will be
incorporated into our property platforms such as residences, shop houses, tourist
destinations, boarding houses, offices,condotels, apartments, and others.

I-PRO TOKEN ( IPR)

PROPERTY PLATFORM
- RENT
- TAKE OVER
- CROWDFUNDING

PROPERTY MARKETPLACE
- BUY
- SELL

MARKET DATA
-

GOVERNMENT
BANKING
THIRD PARTIES
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Our real mission is to build a property platform that we hope will solve all the problems
we have found. Through this property platform, we want to provide a solution to various
parties such as housing developers, property agents, financial institutions, governments,
and property users. With this property platform users can do various things such as
property search, direct discussions with property developers, property purchases, know
the process of working on property, to the management of correspondence and legality,
and others. It can all be done more easily, faster, cheaper, more transparent and safer.
2. Escrow Technology
An escrow works much the same way as an insurance policy. When two parties enter into
a licensor/licensee relationship, the information encompassing the technology in question
is deposited into an escrow account that ensures licensors have a trusted partner who
will securely hold onto the technology information and release it only under very specific
conditions. Also, the licensees may gain access to that information even if the licensor no
longer supports it.
An escrow agreement that balances developers need for confidentiality with customers’
need for investment protection achieves this. Through escrow, significant roadblocks are
removed in negotiations by relying on a neutral third party to help you establish a winwin escrow process.
Escrow technology enables secure and transparent transaction processes. So that this
will be able to increase the comfort and trust of the consumer towards the product or
service.
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3. The Value & Benefit
With the presence of the property platform that we have built, we hope that this can be
an alternative solution as a leverage in increasing the property market both in Indonesia
and in the global market. Here are some of the benefits are obtained by using our
property platform.
Secure Transaction
Transaction security is our main priority in developing property platforms. This is very
important because it is related to finance, data, and customer service.
Market Data
Data is very important in running a large project. We need it to know how much market
potential we will work on.We can collaborate with many strategic partners such as
government, banks, financial institutions, building equipment companies, and others.
The Growth of Token Price
More and more of our property platform users and you have I-PRO TOKEN (IPR), then
you also get benefits from rising IPR prices, then you can trade IPR on Exchanges.
Strong Ecosystems
Here we are building a community base of property platform users and also the I-PRO
TOKEN user community. We build strong communities whose members come from
various countries.

4. Partnership & Agency
In an effort to expand the marketing area and increase the number of property platform
users, we open partnership and agency opportunities.
We will open branch offices in several strategic cities and also collaborate with many
property developers throughout Indonesia. We want to provide easy access to all our
property platform users throughout Indonesia and even the rest of the World. We are
more focused on providing the best service because we want to be closer to our
consumers.
In addition we will also open agency opportunities to give appreciation to all those who
participate in the marketing program. The property market is a market with a high
capitalization value, which is where this market occurs with large amounts of financial
transactions. Don't waste your time, Come and join us.
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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES
All materials in Whitepaper are presented for familiarization with the I-Pro Token Project.
The information contained herein is subject to change and addendum. No part of the
document is legally binding.
Each user of the https://i-protoken.com site is aware of and accepts all investment and
other risks associated with the purchase, storage, and use of digital assets.The purchaser
expressly agrees that the purchaser is purchasing IPR at the purchaser's sole risk without
warranties of any kind, either express or implied. None I-Pro Token parties warrant that
the process for purchasing IPR will be uninterrupted or error-free.

ALL PURCHASES OF I-PRO TOKEN ARE NON-REFUNDABLE
All purchases of i-pro token are final. Purchases of i-pro token are non-refundable. By
purchasing i-pro token. The purchaser acknowledges that development team is not
required to provide a refund for any reason. And thatthe purchaser will not receive money
or other compensation for any xrx that is not used or remains unused.
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